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gravity. When you bless and train your

pendulum, it works through the influence of

your human electrical system in connection to

your body’s nervous system.

In the Unified Field, everything is connected

and all the information for all time is there for

you to access. You are a powerful light being

and by using this tool, you begin to realize

what that means. You must stay open to the

possibilities and enjoy the ride as you develop

trust in yourself.

It’s most important to remember, this type of

work is sacred and divine. You will become a

clear vessel, being curious to find meaningful

answers for yourself and others without having

any attachment to the outcome.

Where might you find the most correct

pendulum? There are many metaphysical and

bookstores, also gem shops where you can go

in and actually try them out before you

purchase one. This is a great way to get the

perfect one that resonates with you. If you

don’t have access to one nearby, Amazon has

so many online, it may be difficult to choose!

Have fun doing it. This is the key

a weight that hangs from a fixed point that can

swing freely back and forth under the

influence of gravity: something that changes

the direction of position regularly, often

alternating between two extremes.

Welcome to my Pendulum class. Get out your

pendulum, one that you love and is an

extension of you. Keep it with you, in your

pocket, under your pillow at night and it

becomes your best friend. This tool swings

freely back and forth under the influence of 
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Who are you

communicating with?

Blessing Your Pendulum

 
Hold the intention of connecting only with the

highest good, the highest truth, and the most

loving information available to us in the light

of Creator Energy. To assure this connection

in the light of the Creator, you’ll bless the

pendulum, imbuing it with your desire to

access only the highest levels of love and truth

with its use.

Natural silk can be used with sea salt sprinkled

around the pendulum as sea salt is toned at

the C# tone, the tone of Angelic presence.

Cupping your hands over the pendulum  say:

Creator of all Beings, Creator of All Beings,

Creator of All Beings, Please place a blessing

on this pendulum, and tone it to the C# tone

of OM,  Attaching a Creator Truth Ray, That it

may be used in Light, Love and  Truth, For

the Highest Good of All, Thank you, Thank

you, Thank you.

Feel a current of energy from the palms of

your hands, the palm chakras, and let the

energy flow. As it subsides, make three

clockwise circles with your left hand over the

pendulum. The blessing is complete…

This blessing can be placed each time you use

the pendulum, especially if someone other

than you handles it. It’s a very personal tool

imbued with your energy and intention and

can be disrupted in certain circumstances or

by certain individuals. This can be a good

practice to get into.

Each of us is wired with an electrical system

as a means of connecting with Universal 

 Energy. In the Universal Energy Field, all

information is present. Here there are infinite

planes of existence, infinite Astrals, and

infinite beings beyond the perception of our

physical sensory system. Using your electrical

system gives you direct access to your 

 “sixth” sense and to all that lies beyond the

five senses. You’ll practice tapping in to the 

 Akashic Records - all information, for all time.
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Training Your Pendulum

Now, let’s train your pendulum through your

human electrical system:

Rest your elbow on the table, wrist relaxed,

allowing the pendulum to swing freely. Be

sure the pendulum is over a white sheet of

paper or white silk fabric: if it’s swinging over

your body, you will be reading the information

from your body, not information from the 

 Akashic Records - this is the storehouse, the

big computer in the sky, that holds all

information for all time coming from the

infinite: Past, Present and Future!

You are training the pendulum to give you

what you ask for:

Round clockwise swing is “Yes” 

Round counter-clockwise swing is “No”

Vertical up and down swing is “Neutral”

A lateral or diagonal swing means start over

and ask a better clearly stated question. Train

the pendulum to remain moving in a neutral

position as it’s more efficient to give a yes or

no quickly.

To be most accurate with the pendulum is to

have clarity in questioning. If we are not

getting a clear swing, either Yes or No, it’s

usually because the question was not stated

clearly. Here’s suggested phrasing:

Is it most correct that this letter is mailed

today? 

Is it most correct that we attend the 8 PM

show?  

(Do not ask for should or should not)

Another example, if you read someone’s

chakra’s, you’ll hold the pendulum over each 

 Chakra to read the percentage of openness

by first asking for the neutral swing. When you

come to the correct percentage, you’ll get a

clockwise swing when you state the correct

percentage open from zero to 100% by

counting: 10, 20, 30% and so on, up to  100%

open, make sense? This is like dowsing a list.

Dowsing a list is effective and practical. For

example, if you want to select the most

beneficial supplements for yourself or another

to use at a particular time, make a list of the

alternatives and then ask: Which of these

supplements are most correct and for the

highest benefit for  (name) at this time?

If you ask your questions for the highest good

of all, the pendulum will work well for you.  If

you ask questions for personal gain or if your

questions are ego-driven, it’s likely you may

not get correct answers, just an FYI! You can

ask many different types of questions for

clarity in your life, i.e. food choices, friend or

partner choices, career or school choices or

any questions about what would be most

correct in your life. Maybe you want to know if

someone is being truthful with you if it’s for

your highest good and in the highest good of

all beings. Be creative and enjoy what you’re

are doing with curiosity.
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Here are book suggestions:

Pendulum Magic by D.J. Conway  & Pendulum and the Light by Diane Stein

Creator of All Beings, Great White Brotherhood, House of

the Goddess, House of  Jesus, House of Mary, True Light

Worker Collective, All Seven Archangels loyal to 

 Creator…X3 (say each phrase 3 times, i.e. Creator of All

Beings, Creator of All Beings, Creator of All Beings) Please

clear this (or these) Object(s) or Crystal(s) (name what you

are intending to clear) and fill it with the Creator Love,

Light and Truth. Tone it to the frequency of “OM” or Sage.

Assign Archangel Michael to watch over this (item or

items). In the highest good of all, Thank you, Thank you,

Thank you. And so be it, and so it be done!

Clearing Objects or Crystals
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Step by Step
Relax and Enjoy!

1:
Create state and open sacred space. 
Light a candle, or what feels good to you with a
high intention.

3: Do I have permission to do this work now? 
(if yes, proceed, if no ask when)

4: Ask clear questions with the intention to find the
greatest good for all.

5: Give thanks, blow out the candle, and you will
close your sacred space.

Bless your pendulum - particularly if touched by
someone else.2:
Creator of all Beings, Creator of All Beings, Creator of All Beings, Please place a

blessing on this pendulum, and tone it to the C# tone of OM,  Attaching a

Creator Truth Ray, That it may be used in Light, Love and  Truth, For the Highest

Good of All, Thank you, Thank you, Thank you.

Creator of All Beings, Great White Brotherhood, House of the Goddess, House

of  Jesus, House of Mary, True Light Worker Collective, All Seven Archangels

loyal to  Creator…X3 (say each phrase 3 times, i.e. Creator of All Beings, Creator

of All Beings, Creator of All Beings) Please clear this (or these) Object(s) or

Crystal(s) (name what you are intending to clear) and fill it with the Creator Love,

Light and Truth. Tone it to the frequency of “OM” or Sage. Assign Archangel

Michael to watch over this (item or items). In the highest good of all, Thank you,

Thank you, Thank you. And so be it, and so it be done!

Blessing Crystals or Objects
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I  would love to support you
on your spir itual journey.

Contact me with any
questions and to discuss how
I may support you to l ive your

best l i fe moving forward.

Sharon Caren, 

Spiritual Intuitive, Speaker and Coach

650-922-7951 

sharon@sharoncaren.com 

www.sharoncaren.com

Disclaimer: Please do not share this workbook online and/or with anyone 

who has not purchased the course. Thank you.


